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Introduction
Mmm, The Tongue loves nothing better than taste testing a juicy rump that's oiled up and ready for a
sexy internal temperature test.  Big Wet Asses is a porn site that every big butt lover is sure to cum back
to for seconds...and thirds....and more until their horny bubble butt cravings have all been fulfilled!

Adult Review
Any true lover of the big butt porn genre has surely heard of Elegant Angel's Big Wet Asses DVD series.  This top shelf
DVD line features today's hottest porn sluts shaking and lubing up their phat asses for bubble butt lover's horny pleasures.  
Now you can simply join this site to see most of the butt loving action, because the best of the best ass-tastic scenes are all
archived under this one roof.
  
  And access to Big Wet Asses offers a hell of a lot more than just its own scenes.  As a full monthly or multi-month member
you're also entitled to access the entire Porn Star Network megasite, which features thousands of additional exclusive XXX
scenes in some of today's hottest niches and fetishes.  So for one low price you'll have tons of porn to comb through -- it's a
super sized value that shouldn't be missed!
  
  The price of admission would be 100% worth it just by getting to see Sunny Lane perform her first on-camera anal scene. 
This event was looked forward to for months before it actually got released, but none of the porn hype was able to match
actually seeing Sunny's pale white heart shaped ass get penetrated in multiple different positions.  The lucky stud fucked her
ass good and hard until he basted her rump with creamy man seed that no doubt added a spicy kick to this long awaited
scene! 
  
  You'll be able to watch a total of 60 scenes from Big Wet Asses, and all cum in loads of different formats and speeds that
will be a perfect fit no matter what connection speed you have.  Low resolution files include portable MP4 and 3GP, and Real
media formats.  The higher resolution offerings are MOV or WMV, with the highest resolution being full DVD quality 720 x
480.  The full length scenes can all be downloaded with no worries about DRM, and most scenes average about 30 minutes in
length.
  
  Since the focus of Big Wet Asses are scene rips from the DVDs, it should cum as no surprise that there are no high res photo
galleries.  Each update does offer full 720 x 480 resolution screen grabs of the DVD quality movie, and you can use these as a
great way to preview the action in each scene.  Since this site does exist, it would be nice if the producers shot some exclusive
still content that can be added, but for now the sexy big butt videos are the main attraction.  New updates are added about
every two weeks, but since the updates are not dated, it's hard to tell when exactly each scene was uploaded.

Porn Summary
Butt lovers will unite behind the kink that Big Wet Asses has to offer.  Every slut's sexy rump is oiled up and spit-shined until
it glistens, making it an easy to spot target for a cum filled dick!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The Elegant Angel DvD series is now brought to life online!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 87
Support: 84 Unique: 83    Taste: 80        Final: 83
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.70 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Every 2

Weeks
Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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